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A classic since it was first published in 1997, The Idea of India is a magisterial historical study that addresses the paradoxes and
ironies of the world’s largest democracy. When, in 1947, the British divided and departed their most prized imperial possession,
they handed a huge, diverse, and poor society to a small nationalist elite. For decades this elite would uphold a political construct,
an idea of India grounded in democracy, religious tolerance, economic development, and cultural pluralism. Sunil Khilnani
investigates the fate of this idea, offering incisive portraits of Gandhi, Nehru, and other Indian founders and assessing the lively
debates among them and their successors over who is an Indian, the meaning of modernity, and India’s place in the world. In a
new introduction written for this edition, Khilnani reflects on the book’s striking relevance to the country’s recent
developments—from the rise of a new billionaire class to the election of a government with a more exclusivist conception of Indian
identity. Throughout, he provokes readers and illuminates a fundamental question as urgent now as ever: Can the original idea of
India survive its own successes?
Decolonization changed the spatial order of the globe, the imagination of men and women around the world and established
images of the globe. Both individuals and social groups shaped decolonization itself: this volume puts agency squarely at the
centre of debate by looking at elites and leaders who changed the course of history across the world.
Mahatma Gandhi's lengthy Indian career was of central importance in the development of Indian politics and the changing
relationship of the British raj and its subjects. But the extent of his political influence and his role varied considerably at different
times. This book is an analysis, based on new material, of the phase between 1928 and 1934 when Gandhi was leader of a
continental campaign of civil disobedience against the Raj. During this time Gandhi emerged from the comparative political
quiescence which had followed his initial rise to prominence in 1920 as architect of a campaign of non-cooperation with the Raj.
He resumed a crucial role as leader of the Congress movement against the British. At the peak of his political influence he
negotiated a 'pact' with the Viceroy by which the civil disobedience campaign - most graphically illustrated in the famous Salt
March to Dandi - was suspended.
Even today, six decades after his assassination in January 1948, Mahatma Gandhi is still revered as the father of the Indian
nation. His intellectual and moral legacy, and the example of his life and politics, serve as an inspiration to human rights and peace
movements, political activists and students. This book, comprised of essays by renowned experts in the fields of Indian history and
philosophy, traces Gandhi's extraordinary story. The first part of the book explores his transformation from a small-town lawyer
during his early life in South Africa into a skilled political activist and leader of civil resistance in India. The second part is devoted
to Gandhi's key writings and his thinking on a broad range of topics, including religion, conflict, politics and social relations. The
final part reflects on Gandhi's image and on his legacy in India, the West, and beyond.
An analysis of Gandhi's accomplishments as a politician and civil rights advocate reveals his conflicted ideologies and feelings
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about his place in history, offering insight into his philosophies, social campaigns, and private disappointments.
This second edition of this widely used text covers the last two centuries of Indian history, concluding with an epilogue written from
the perspective of the 1990s. It thematically and analytically discusses the emergence of India as one of the world's largest
democracies and one of the most stable of the states to emerge from the experience of colonialism. The foundations of this rare
phenomenon in either Asia or Africa are seen in India's society, the ideas and beliefs of her people, and the institutions of
government and politics which have developed on the subcontinent, in a process of interaction between what was indigenous to
India and the many external influences brought to bear on the country by economic, political, and ideological contact with the
Western world. Modern scholarship has shown how diverse and complex was India's socio-economic and political development;
and this theme runs through the study which eschews any simple understanding of India's politicaldevelopment as a clash
between `imperialism' and 'nationalism', or the making of a new nation. The complexity reflects many of the continuing ambiguities
and inequalities in the subcontinent's life and suggests why the structures of the state, and indeed the very nature of the Indian
nation, are now being questioned, often with unprecedented public violence. India's dilemmas are not hers alone: they also raise
economic, political, and social issues of profound significance throughout the contemporary world.
A biography of the revered Indian leader explores his early career in South Africa, the forging of his political activism, his influence,
triumphs, and failures in India, and the development of his philosophy of nonviolence
In its most brutal form, the prison in British India was an instrument of the colonial state for instilling fear and dealing with
resistance. Exploring the lived experience of select political prisoners, this volume presents their struggles and situates them
against the backdrop of the freedom movement. From Mohamed Ali, Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad, the Nehru family, and Gandhi,
to communists like M.N. Roy—we get a vivid glimpse of their lives within the confines of the prison in a narrative that is at times
deeply personal and yet political. The struggles of some remarkable women of the time are also brought to the fore—be it the feisty
doctor Rashid Jahan, Aruna Ali, Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, or Sarojini Naidu. Extensively researched, the volume draws upon the
records at the National Archives of India, private papers, creative writings of the prisoners, newspapers, memoirs, biographies,
and autobiographies. The volume also brings to light the differences between Indian and European prisons during the colonial
period and the conception of ‘criminal classes’ in the colony. Capturing the sharp pangs of loneliness, the poetry born out of
solitude, and the burning desire for independence, Roads to Freedom breathes new life into accounts and tales long forgotten.
The most powerful force in the world economy today is the redefinition of the relationship between state and marketplace - a process that
goes by the name of privatization though this term is inadequate to express its far-reaching changes. We are moving from an era in which
governments sought to seize and control the 'commanding heights' of the economy to an era in which the idea of free markets is capturing
the commanding heights of world economic thinking. Basic views of how society ought to be organized are undergoing rapid change, trillions
of dollars are changing hands and so is fundamental political power. Great new wealth is being created - as are huge opportunities and huge
risks. Taking a worldwide perspective, including Britain, where the process began with Mrs Thatcher, Europe and the former USSR, China,
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Latin America and the US, THE COMMANDING HEIGHTS shows how a revolution in ideas is transforming the world economy - why it is
happening, how it can go wrong and what it will mean for the global economy going into the twenty-first century.
This ambitious and engaging new account of independent India's struggle to overcome famine and malnutrition in the twentieth century traces
Indian nation-building through the voices of politicians, planners, and citizens. Siegel explains the historical origins of contemporary India's
hunger and malnutrition epidemic, showing how food and sustenance moved to the center of nationalist thought in the final years of colonial
rule. Independent India's politicians made promises of sustenance and then qualified them by asking citizens to share the burden of feeding a
new and hungry state. Foregrounding debates over land, markets, and new technologies, Hungry Nation interrogates how citizens and
politicians contested the meanings of nation-building and citizenship through food, and how these contestations receded in the wake of the
Green Revolution. Drawing upon meticulous archival research, this is the story of how Indians challenged meanings of welfare and
citizenship across class, caste, region, and gender in a new nation-state.
A reappraisal of the tumultuous Partition and how it ignited long-standing animosities between India and Pakistan This new edition of Yasmin
Khan’s reappraisal of the tumultuous India-Pakistan Partition features an introduction reflecting on the latest research and on ways in which
commemoration of the Partition has changed, and considers the Partition in light of the current refugee crisis. Reviews of the first edition: “A
riveting book on this terrible story.”—Economist “Unsparing. . . . Provocative and painful.”—Times (London) “Many histories of Partition focus
solely on the elite policy makers. Yasmin Khan’s empathetic account gives a great insight into the hopes, dreams, and fears of the millions
affected by it.”—Owen Bennett Jones, BBC
Judith Brown explores Nehru as a figure of power and provides an assessment of his leadership at the head of a newly independent India
with no tradition of democratic politics.
Historical analysis explores the country's energy and unpredictibility in democracy, voting patterns, economic development, city and village
cultures, and political identity
This book adds to the growing literature on dynamics of regional development in the global South by mapping the politics and processes
contributing to the distinct developmental trajectory of Tamil Nadu, southern India. Using a novel interpretive framework and drawing upon
fresh data and literature, it seeks to explain the social and economic development of the state in terms of populist mobilization against castebased inequalities. Dominant policy narratives on inclusive growth assume a sequential logic whereby returns to growth are used to invest in
socially inclusive policies. By focusing more on redistribution of access to opportunities in the modern economy, Tamil Nadu has sustained a
relatively more inclusive and dynamic growth process. Democratization of economic opportunities has made such broad-based growth
possible even as interventions in social sectors reinforce the former. The book thus also speaks to the nascent literature on the relationship
between the logic of modernisation and status based inequalities in the global South.
To the historian, India's partition and the subsequent birth of Pakistan presents a series of paradoxes: the Muslim League's sudden rise to
power from a relatively insignificant position in the pre-1940 period; Jinnah - known to be a staunch believer of secular nationalist principles
until the early 1930s - emerging as the major advocate of the Pakistan demand; and finally, the Congress' acceptance of the partition plan
with seeming alacrity, thus relinquishing its vaunted principles of national unity.
Ved Mehta's brilliant Mahatma Gandhi and his Apostles provides an unparalleled portrait of the man who lead India out of its colonial past
and into its modern form. Travelling all over India and the rest of the world, Mehta gives a nuanced and complex, yet vividly alive, portrait of
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Gandhi and of those men and women who were inspired by his actions.

Indira Gandhi S Life Was Part Of The Unfolding History Of India, Intricately Woven With India S Past And Future. It (Became)
Inevitable, Therefore, That Politics (Formed) A Backdrop To Her Public And Often Private Actions. Indira Gandhi S Life Spanned
Over Two-Thirds Of A Century. By The Time Of Her Brutal Assassination In 1984, She Had Established Herself As The Most
Significant Political Leader India Had Seen Since The Death Of Her Father, Jawaharlal Nehru. In This Book, Written With The
Close Cooperation Of Her Subject, Pupul Jayakar Seeks To Uncover The Many Personalities That Lay Hidden Within Mrs Gandhi.
Much More Than A Political Biography, The Book Reveals The Complex Personality Of Indira Gandhi-Her Thoughts And Feelings,
Her Hates And Prejudices, Her Insights And Her Faults, Her Loves And Emotional Entanglements. Full Of Startling Insights, Indira
Gandhi: A Biography Paints A Magnificent Portrait-At Once Empathetic And Unprejudiced-Of One Of The Twentieth Century S
Most Remarkable Women.
This book examines the phenomenon of "technocultural Hindu nationalism" or the use of the internet by global Indian communities
for the promotion of Hindu nationalist ideologies. Since the introduction of Western science and technology under colonial rule in
the eighteenth century, science and technology have been used as instruments of transforming Indian society. Scientific and
technological expertise have been authorized as essential attributes of a modern Indian selfhood. And the possessors of
technological skills have historically been vested with the authority to speak for the nation. The associations between technology
and nationalism have condensed in ideas about self and other, they have been incorporated in imaginings of the state and the
nation, and they have materialized as claims about identity, community, and society. In the present historical moment, this
relationship manifests itself, in one form, as an online Hindu nationalism that combines cultural majoritarian claims with
technological triumphalism. Technocultural Hindu nationalism yokes together the core proposition of Hindu nationalist doctrine-the
idea that India is a Hindu nation and that religious minorities are outsiders to it-with arguments about the imminent rise of Hindu
India as a technological superpower in the global capitalist economy of the twenty-first century. Additionally, while technocultural
Hindu nationalism is obsessed with 'Western' technology, it also defines itself, in strategic respects, in opposition to Western
civilization. On Hindu nationalist websites, this apparent paradox is resolved through the construction of a narrative where
Hinduism is defined as the historical and philosophical foundation of global capitalist modernity itself and Hindus are presented as
the natural heirs to that heritage. This book locates these and other characteristics of Hindu nationalist identity politics in
cyberspace with reference to the relationship between technology and nationalism in India from the period of British colonial rule in
the mid-eighteenth century to the present era of an economically and technologically interconnected world. This book argues that
technocultural Hindu nationalism needs to be understood in terms of the general dynamic of technology and nationalism with its
continuities and discontinuities: through the period of colonial rule till Indian independence in 1947; the period of Nehruvian
nationalism with its emphasis on technological development in a socialist framework; and the current post-1991 context following
the liberalization of the Indian economy, which accords pride of place to information technology and the internet. This book also
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proposes that the particularities of technocultural Hindu nationalism need, at the same time, to be assessed with reference to the
modalities of online communication. Toward this end, the book takes shape as an interdisciplinary endeavor, combining qualitative
and quantitative research methodologies, and drawing on historical scholarship about South Asia, social and cultural theory, and
the sociology of new media, specifically, the field of internet studies. Technology and Nationalism in India is an important book for
all in communication, Internet studies, South Asian studies, and postcolonial studies.
Crossroads and Cultures: A History of the World’s Peoples incorporates the best current cultural history into a fresh and original
narrative that connects global patterns of development with life on the ground. As the title, “Crossroads,” suggests, this new
synthesis highlights the places and times where people exchanged goods and commodities, shared innovations and ideas, waged
war and spread disease, and in doing so joined their lives to the broad sweep of global history. Students benefit from a strong
pedagogical design, abundant maps and images, and special features that heighten the narrative’s attention to the lives and
voices of the world’s peoples. Test drive a chapter today. Find out how.
Organizing Empire critically examines how concepts of individualism functioned to support and resist British imperialism in India.
Through readings of British colonial and Indian nationalist narratives that emerged in parliamentary debates, popular colonial
histories, newsletters, memoirs, biographies, and novels, Purnima Bose investigates the ramifications of reducing collective
activism to individual intentions. Paying particular attention to the construction of gender, she shows that ideas of individualism
rhetorically and theoretically bind colonials, feminists, nationalists, and neocolonials to one another. She demonstrates how
reliance on ideas of the individual—as scapegoat or hero—enabled colonial and neocolonial powers to deny the violence that they
perpetrated. At the same time, she shows how analyses of the role of the individual provide a window into the dynamics and
limitations of state formations and feminist and nationalist resistance movements. From a historically grounded, feminist
perspective, Bose offers four case studies, each of which illuminates a distinct individualizing rhetorical strategy. She looks at the
parliamentary debates on the Amritsar Massacre of 1919, in which several hundred unarmed Indian protesters were killed;
Margaret Cousins’s firsthand account of feminist organizing in Ireland and India; Kalpana Dutt’s memoir of the Bengali terrorist
movement of the 1930s, which was modeled in part on Irish anticolonial activity; and the popular histories generated by ex-colonial
officials and their wives. Bringing to the fore the constraints that colonial domination placed upon agency and activism, Organizing
Empire highlights the complexity of the multiple narratives that constitute British colonial history.
This timely collection offers a fresh look on the impact of gender perspectives in the discipline of political science at the beginning
of the 21st century. Jane Bayes combats the Eurocentric focus that has characterised both fields and suggests viable alternatives
for the future of the disciplines.
Mahatma Gandhi was a profound and original thinker, one of the most influential figures in the history of the twentieth century, and
a famous advocate of non-violent civil resistance. His many and varied writings largely respond to the specific challenges he faced
throughout his life, and they show his evolving ideas, as well as his deepening spirituality and humanity, over several decades.
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Drawn from the full range of Gandhi's published work--books, articles, broadcasts, interviews, letters--this superb selection
illuminates his thinking on religion and spirituality, on society and its problems, on politics and British rule, and on non-violence and
civil disobedience. The pieces are arranged to underscore Gandhi's belief that transformation in human life should be from the
roots upwards, from the individual through to social and political relations. The Introduction by Judith Brown--a leading authority on
Gandhi--provides a succinct account of his life and his ambiguous role in the Indian nationalist movement, examines what kind of
thinker and writer Gandhi was, and shows how he built a coherent body of thought. About the Series: For over 100 years Oxford
World's Classics has made available the broadest spectrum of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects
Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert
introductions by leading authorities, voluminous notes to clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much
more.
Why do leaders sometimes challenge, rather than accept, the international structures that surround their states? In The
International Ambitions of Mao and Nehru, Andrew Kennedy answers this question through in-depth studies of Chinese foreign
policy under Mao Zedong and Indian foreign policy under Jawaharlal Nehru. Drawing on international relations theory and
psychological research, Kennedy offers a new theoretical explanation for bold leadership in foreign policy, one that stresses the
beliefs that leaders develop about the 'national efficacy' of their states. He shows how this approach illuminates several of Mao
and Nehru's most important military and diplomatic decisions, drawing on archival evidence and primary source materials from
China, India, the United States and the United Kingdom. A rare blend of theoretical innovation and historical scholarship, The
International Ambitions of Mao and Nehru is a fascinating portrait of how foreign policy decisions are made.
Here is a study of a key twentieth-century statesman: Jawaharlal Nehru (1889-1964), one of the Indian nationalists who led India
to independence in 1947, and, as Prime Minister from 1947 until his death, steered her through her early, formative years as one
of the world's great nations. This is not a biography of Nehru - though the biographical details are clearly set out - but a study of
Nehru as a figure of power. In it, Judith M. Brown explores a number of related themes. This account will reward anyone interested
in the making of our modern world. One of its rewards is the general introduction it provides to the society and politics of India in
the early and middle years of the century.
This book traces the rise and fall of Anglo-American relations with India and Pakistan from independence in the 1940s, to the 1960s.
By the end of the twentieth century some nine million people of South Asian descent had left India, Bangladesh or Pakistan and settled in
different parts of the world, forming a diverse and significant modern diaspora. In the early nineteenth century, many left reluctantly to seek
economic opportunities which were lacking at home. This is the story of their often painful experiences in the diaspora, how they constructed
new social communities overseas and how they maintained connections with the countries and the families they had left behind. It is a story
compellingly told by one of the premier historians of modern South Asia, Judith Brown, whose particular knowledge of the diaspora in Britain
and South Africa gives her insight as a commentator. This is a book which will have a broad appeal to general readers as well as to students
of South Asian and colonial history, migration studies and sociology.
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This volume presents an original account of Mahatma Gandhi's four meanings of freedom: as sovereign national independence, as the
political freedom of the individual, as freedom from poverty, and as the capacity for self-rule or spiritual freedom. In this volume, seven
leading Gandhi scholars write on these four meanings, engaging the reader in the ongoing debates in the East and the West and contributing
to a new comparative political theory.
DIVFine explanation of civil disobedience shows how great pacifist used non-violent philosophy to lead India to independence. Self-discipline,
fasting, social boycotts, strikes, other techniques. /div
The early Cold War was a period of dramatic change. New superpowers emerged, the European powers were eclipsed, colonial empires
tottered. Political leaders everywhere had to make immense adjustments. This volume explores their hopes and fears, their sense of their
place in the world and of the constraints under which they laboured.
Dr Brown presents a political study of the first clearly defined period in Mahatma Gandhi's Indian career, from 1915 to 1922. The period
began with Gandhi's return from South Africa as a stranger to Indian politics, witnessed his dramatic assertion of leadership in the Indian
National Congress of 1920 and ended with his imprisonment by the British after the collapse of his all-India civil disobedience movement
against the raj. Focusing on Gandhi, this book nevertheless investigates the changing nature of Indian politics. It aims to study precisely what
Gandhi did, on whom he relied for support, how he interacted with other nationalist leaders and how he saw his own role in Indian public life.
Unlike the usual interpretation of Gandhi's rise to power as based on a charismatic appeal to the Indian masses, this study argues that his
influence depended on a capacity to generate a network of lesser leaders, or subcontractors, who would organise their constituencies for him,
whether these were caste, communal or economic groups or whole areas.
The historiography of modern India is largely a pageant of presumed virtues: harmonious territorial unity, religious impartiality, the miraculous
survival of electoral norms in the world’s most populous democracy. Even critics of Indian society still underwrite such claims. But how well
does the “Idea of India” correspond to the realities of the Union? In an iconoclastic intervention, Marxist historian Perry Anderson provides an
unforgettable reading of the Subcontinent’s passage through Independence and the catastrophe of Partition, the idiosyncratic and corrosive
vanities of Gandhi and Nehru, and the close interrelationship of Indian democracy and caste inequality. The Indian Ideology caused uproar on
first publication in 2012, not least for breaking with euphemisms for Delhi’s occupation of Kashmir. This new, expanded edition includes the
author’s reply to his critics, an interview with the Indian weekly Outlook, and a postscript on India under the rule of Narendra Modi.
Introduction : the practice of history -- Colleges, cohorts, and dynasties -- Family histories -- Individual lives and their public world -- Individual
lives and their inner world.

Examines the emergence of anti-imperialist internationalism during the interwar years from the perspective of India's first Prime
Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru.
The worldwide spread of neoliberalism has transformed economies, polities, and societies everywhere. In conventional accounts,
American and Western European economists, such as Milton Friedman and Friedrich von Hayek, sold neoliberalism by
popularizing their free-market ideas and radical criticisms of the state. Rather than focusing on the agency of a few prominent,
conservative economists, Markets in the Name of Socialism reveals a dialogue among many economists on both sides of the Iron
Curtain about democracy, socialism, and markets. These discussions led to the transformations of 1989 and, unintentionally, the
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rise of neoliberalism. This book takes a truly transnational look at economists' professional outlook over 100 years across the
capitalist West and the socialist East. Clearly translating complicated economic ideas and neoliberal theories, it presents a
significant reinterpretation of Cold War history, the fall of communism, and the rise of today's dominant economic ideology.
Jawaharlal Nehru being an architect of Indian polity, economy and foreign policy set the ball rolling. However, they have witnessed
cataclysmic changes over a period of time. Indian polity has witnessed different waves of reorganisation of states, evolving
democracy, spelling out of quasi-federal system and building a more inclusive political nation. Nehru set the agenda of economic
development and framed the strategy of development accordingly. In this volume an attempt has made to have a fair
understanding about Nehru by placing him in the context in which he worked and by taking into account the challenges that PostColonial India was facing during his time. However, the problems faced by the neo-liberal economy, and the challenges
confronting Indian polity and foreign policy have again invoked the relevance of Nehruvian philosophy in contemporary India. The
contributors to this volume have analysed the diverse aspects of Nehru’s thinking and the policies that flowed from it to
understand their relevance in contemporary Indian, Asian and global context. Note: T& F does not sell or distribute the Hardback
in India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
This book draws upon new theoretical insights and fresh bodies of data to historically reappraise partition in the light of its long
aftermath. It uses a comparative approach by viewing South Asia in its totality, rather than looking at it in narrow 'national' terms.
As the first book to focus on the aftermath of partition, it fills a distinctive niche in the study of contemporary South Asia.
From dragons and serpents to many-armed beasts that preyed on ships and sailors alike, sea monsters have terrified mariners
across all ages and cultures and have become the subject of many tall tales from the sea. Accounts of these creatures have also
inspired cartographers and mapmakers, many of whom began decorating their maps with them to indicate unexplored areas or
areas about which little was known. Whether swimming vigorously, gamboling amid the waves, attacking ships, or simply
displaying themselves for our appreciation, the sea monsters that appear on medieval and Renaissance maps are fascinating and
visually engaging. Yet despite their appeal, these monsters have never received the scholarly attention that they deserve. In Sea
Monsters on Medieval and Renaissance Maps, Chet Van Duzer analyzes the most important examples of sea monsters on
medieval and Renaissance maps produced in Europe. Van Duzer begins with the earliest mappaemundi on which these monsters
appear in the tenth century and continues to the end of the sixteenth century and, along the way, sheds important light on the
sources, influences, and methods of the cartographers who drew or painted them. A beautifully designed visual reference work,
Sea Monsters on Medieval and Renaissance Maps will be important not only in the history of cartography, art, and zoological
illustration, but also in the history of the geography of the "marvelous" and of Western conceptions of the ocean.
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